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Miskolc – 
the opportunity
Miskolc has become visible on the automo-

tive map of Hungary. This is a significant re-

sult and also a great opportunity to open to 

new segments and to become a research 

and development centre, in cooperation 

with the University of Miskolc, while we also 

continue to grow as a manufacturing base.

These are two historic opportunities which we can and will exploit. Prominent international corporations 

which develop constantly have already opted for Miskolc, and there is also a strong interest for the new 

industrial areas of Miskolc. In addition, there are also small and medium-sized local enterprises which 

have the potential to become competitors to the large ones.

The economy of the city is very diversified, though all but one of its major manufacturing companies 

belong to the automotive sector. Thanks to continuous growth and development, the recent years have 

seen a dramatic increase in the number of people employed, Miskolc has nearly ten thousand people 

who work in this sector alone.

The positive economic environment of Miskolc is best indicated by the fact that the city’s revenue from 

business tax is increasing continuously and greatly, without being raised. 

New production plants, halls are being built and the infrastructure is developing, making industrial parks 

more attractive. 

Furthermore, we are continuously starting new programmes in close cooperation with the companies, the 

University and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry in order to ensure the availability of adequately 

qualified local workforce.

The Automotive Hungary Exhibition is a great opportunity to show why investors, employers and 

employees should choose Miskolc.

As one of the Hungarian cities that can offer the best conditions we can say with confidence: Miskolc is 

your spot!

Dr. Ákos Kriza

Mayor of Miskolc City

with County Rights
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Miskolc is your spot

The “Employment Pact Programme of Miskolc City with County Rights” No TOP-6.8.2-

15-MI1-2016-00001 is a formalised labour market cooperation between labour market 

organisations and institutions concerned covering the city and the region. Following a 

jointly elaborated employment strategy, the Municipality of Miskolc City with County 

Rights, Miskolc Holding Plc., the Government Office of Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County, the 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the relevant companies, educational and civil 

organisations of the city accomplish training, educational, human resources development 

and employment programmes based on real labour market demand and supply. 

As a result of this development, the Municipality of Miskolc City with County Rights wishes 

to increase the local employment rate and develop the value-creating companies of the 

city. The result expected to be reached in the 2016-2021 implementation period of the Pact 

is to make at least 2014 potential employees join the programmes, however the city aims 

to address a significantly higher number of people, making them able to suffice the labour 

demand of the companies operating in the city in a quick and adequate way. The target 

group: young people under 25, career-starters who are younger than 30, people over 50, 

people with a low level of educational attainment, people returning from maternity leave 

or nursing leave, single parents, people of the Roma minority and people with a restricted 

work capabilities. 

In the framework of this project, a labour market situation analysis as well as an employment 

strategy will be elaborated and employment forums will be organised. Preparations will be 

followed by recruiting, preparing, training, mentoring, individual assistance of participants 

and lastly by supporting newly hired people. The programme is implemented with a 2.943 

billion HUF co-financing from the European Social Fund (ESF), which amount is used for 

training aids, wage supplements and the covering of additional costs in order to implement 

the trainings and to reduce the expenses of employers amidst the shortage of labour.
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Industrial parks: full comfort for investors

The total area of the Miskolc Industrial Park owned by the Municipality has by now reached 224 

hectares and gives place to, amongst others, the BOSCH Company Group, Remy Automotive 

Hungary and several logistics companies. As a result of continued developments of the compa-

nies operating there, only limited space is available for smaller enterprises.

The global company Takata has established a factory on the 93.5 hectares of the Miskolc South 

Industrial Park and its employee headcount undertaken by 2018 have already been reached be-

fore the opening of the Automotive Hungary 2016 Exhibition. The Industrial Park was awarded the 

Most investor-friendly industrial park of the year title in 2015, partly thanks to the fact that TAKATA 

had accomplished the greatest greenfield investment of recent years within a record short time.

In addition to the already functioning industrial parks, establishment of an industrial area greater 

than the current ones is also in process and, thanks to its logistic conditions, i.e. the proximity of 

the main railway line and the motorway, it will be an ideal location for large companies interested 

in the city. For the additional economic development of Miskolc and its region it is essential to de-

velop this industrial area which would aim to directly influence the competitiveness of the city, the 

region and of Hungary by being suitable for the implementation of a new production grand pro-

ject resulting in the employment of even several thousand people. Miskolc also has two privately 

owned brownfield industrial parks.

The relationship between the city and industry is also shown by the fact that Miskolc is the only 

city in Hungary, which received the ‘Investor Friendly Location’ certificate for the third time in 2016.
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Takata: exemplary development at Miskolc

Takata Safety Systems Hungary Kft. – producing automotive 

passenger safety systems – has started production in October 

2014 at its new facility at Miskolc. The company group built a 

plant of 60,000 sqm halls with an investment of 68.3 M EUR at 

a 25 hectares big area within 10 months. As of today, there are 

already more than 1,000 people working at the TAKATA Miskolc 

plant, who produce life-saving passenger safety systems for the 

biggest car manufacturers. TAKATA’s development at Miskolc is 

exemplary from several aspects too: meanwhile the application 

engineering has started at the plant, which is the airbag 

development function, as well as the prototype shop for the new 

car models, the design engineering and program management 

and a tool shop, too. In addition to this, a 12,000 m2 big area 

serves as a testing area for the complete airbag modules within 

the modernst technological environment.

“I think Miskolc is the fastest devel-
oping and dynamically changing city 
within Hungary, to be in future a mod-
ern, green and smart city. Very good 
examples are the new trams and CNG 
buses, as well as the new stadium, 
which will be built and the develop-
ment of Tapolca and the city center 
too, which provide for the future more 
and more nicer environment to live. 
Several companies settled up new 
facilities, which provide workplaces / 
jobs, that are very attractive for young 
graduates, as well as for experienced 
professionals too. Let us work all to-
gether on the great future of Miskolc!”

Kersten BACHMANN
Director, EMEA Operations 

Airbag & Electronic

TAKATA Safety Systems Hungary Kft.

“Many historical places, like Diós-
győr Castle or Lillafüred, as well as 
sports games from DVTK soccer or 
Jegesmedvék Icehockey, in addition 
to the Kocsonyafarsang festival or the 
Cinefest movie festival, make Miskolc 
a very diversifi ed and exciting place to 
live at. Of course, the friendliness of 
the Hungarian people makes it easy 
to feel comfortable quickly.”

Rayk FRIEDEMANN
Manager, Operations Infl ator Miskolc

TAKATA Safety Systems Hungary Kft.
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Bosch: electromobility from Miskolc

Robert Bosch Energy and Body Ltd. supplies automotive parts 

built in Miskolc – among others air conditioners and electric 

motors – for major automotive manufacturing companies 

in Australia, the USA and all over Europe. Latest generation 

products such as booster engines or ESC systems are essential 

parts of hybrid and electronic vehicles. Besides automotive 

products, the eBike propulsion, an engine unit using a highly 

developed and intelligent assistant system, is also an important 

product of the factory and Hungarian professionals are 

responsible for its manufacturing and technology.

“So far I lived in diff erent European citi-
es in my life. Based on my experiences 
I am convinced that Miskolc is a good 
place to live, to work and to spend 
your after-work hours.”

Dr. Frank-Stephan KUPFER
vice president
commercial plant manager
Robert Bosch Energy 
and Body Systems Kft.

“I have been living in Miskolc since my 
secondary school years. In the last 20 
years the city went through an enor-
mous development in case of employ-
ment, leisure time activities and living 
conditions.
I am proud of being an inhabitant of 
Miskolc.”

Gergely PALIK
manufacturing group leader
Robert Bosch Energy 
and Body Systems Kft.
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“There is a bond that can not be bro-
ken, this bond ties everyone here no 
matter where you are in the world. I 
have come home after 10 years and 
I say: Despite of everything I choose 
Miskolc.”

Melinda NAGY
Quality Engineer
Shinwa Hungary Precision Ltd.

“Miskolc is the new acropolis of the 
automotive industry with rapidly built 
walls and towers.”

Péter LANGE
production planner
Shinwa Hungary Precision Ltd.

Shinwa: the first impulse came from Japan

The 1998 investment of the Shinwa Company Group is to be 

considered as the fi rst signifi cant foreign investment in Miskolc. 

The production plant has been running continuously for 18 

years, where injection moulding, painting, laser engraving and 

assembly departments operate.

Shinwa Hungary Precision Ltd. has been functioning as a Tier 2 

automotive supplier since the beginning. Nowadays, the Miskolc 

factory produces mostly the button sets, front panels for air 

conditioning and multimedia controls and other decorative 

plastic parts. Shinwa’s products can be found in the leading 

automotive brands of the world. The front panels and button 

sets manufactured here are used for Opel Zafi ra and Mokka, Fiat 

Ducato, Lancia Y, BMW 3, Mercedes B, C classes among others.
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“I arrived to Miskolc a few years ago 
from Debrecen. I immediately fell in 
love with the sparkling cultural life, the 
several sport activities and the spec-
tacular Bükk mountain. I believe that 
Miskolc is the city I would like to be.

Zoltán KISS
process development engineer
Remy Automotive Hungary Ltd.

“I was born in Miskolc and still everyt-
hing connects me to this city. It is good 
to see its continuous developments, 
not only economically but also the 
more and more colourful cultural and 
sport life too. Understandably I would 
like to keep on building my career 
here.”

Norbert SÁRI
product specialist
Remy Automotive Hungary Ltd.

Remy: velocity, diversity, flexibility!

Remy renews generators and starter motors for premium car 

brands in excellent quality and subjects them to the same 

strict requirements and tests which are applied for the new 

models. Currently with more than 500 employees, Remy uses 

5,000 square meters to renew the generators and starter 

motors of passenger, commercial and heavy duty vehicles 

and construction machinery. They also manufacture these 

components for lorries and buses in smaller volumes and 

they renew the starters for old-timers and boats. Their key 

to success is their fl exible and effi  cient operation and swift 

reaction to market and customer needs.

Remy Automotive Hungary committed itself to Miskolc more 

than 15 years ago. 
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CHAMBER: a reliable partner of undertakings

The Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BOKIK) is nowadays 

one of the dominant economic organisation force of the county. It maintains a traditionally 

ideal relationship with the partner chambers of neighbouring countries and the economic 

development organisations of almost all EU countries. The ever widening scope of services 

off ered by the Chamber also include legal, commercial technology and quality and industrial 

law protection issues within the framework of professional advisory services. The BOKIK 

supports companies in obtaining funds by the monitoring of tenders, advisory services as to 

tendering, and the Széchenyi Card Programme. The Chamber promotes the entry of market by 

its members both in Hungary and abroad, and the search for business partners. The Chamber 

organises joint opportunities for introduction at exhibitions and fairs. All these initiatives serve 

the increase of export performance of the SME sector, and the strengthening of innovation. The 

Chamber plays an important role in vocational training and the operation of the dual training 

system. By performing its public legislative tasks, the BOKIK promotes the development of the 

region and facilitates the progress of the entrepreneurs of the county

NOHAC: automotive suppliers together

By now, Central Eastern Europe has become the centre of the automotive industry, practically 

every signifi cant European and Far Eastern manufacturer is present in the region. It is in our 

interest that automotive parts arrive from local or nearby suppliers, meaning that the companies 

of the region – hence the member companies of the North Hungarian Automotive Cluster 

(NOHAC) as well – have good chances to obtain a supplier position or to strengthen their 

existing ones. NOHAC was established with the participation of three leading suppliers, as 

well as the BOKIK [Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County Chamber of Commerce and Industry] and 

the University of Miskolc at the end of 2006. Nowadays, the cluster still operates with active 

support from the Chamber. The aim of NOHAC is to improve the competitiveness, innovation 

and profi tability of North Hungarian automotive suppliers through their partnership. By this 

the cluster brings its members closer to the European automotive sector and the European 

automotive industry to its future partners. Following its establishment, several companies joined 

the cluster comprising over 70 members today. Most of them are metal and plastic processing 

enterprises, but design offi  ces and companies off ering certifi cation and other services are also 

represented. The aggregate number of employees of the member companies exceeds 11,600 

and their aggregate revenue amounts to approx. HUF 450 billion. NOHAC was awarded the title 

“Accredited Innovation Cluster” in December 2014.



 

„Bay Zoltán research institute would 

welcome young graduates who are 

aspiring to deal with challanging, 

diversifi ed professional tasks, would 

like to take part in industry oriented 

developments, to work in ambitious 

working environment and in a good 

team.”

LENKEYNÉ Dr. BIRÓ Gyöngyvér

division director 

Bay Zoltán Nonprofi t Ltd. for Applied 

Research Engineering Division 

(BAY-ENG)

Bay Zoltan Research Institute: R&D and engineering 
services for industrial partners

The branch institute of Bay Zoltán Nonprofit Ltd. for Applied Research 

(BZN) (founded in 1993) that is based in Miskolc is the leading appli-

ed research institution in the Northern Hungarian region. The branch 

institute’s fields of activities include the design and development of 

industrial products, technologies, new materials, SMART systems, 

and it lays special emphasis on the technological support of national 

and international companies. For ensuring business success, BZN – in 

the framework of its development projects – develops engineering 

solutions with high added value that result in the creation of cost eff 

ective, innovative products, technologies and operational systems. 

From the start the institute has been active in the following fields: lo-

gistics (production, transportation, waste management, disaster ma-

nagement), industrial production technologies, recycling, information 

technology and structural integrity (operational safety). In the past 

10 years several other new fields of expertise have been added to 

the institute’s portfolio: environmental management, mechatronics, 

energy, and materials and nanotechnologies, material testing. The 

institute is able to successfully execute complex, interdisciplinary en-

gineering development projects and services. BZN contributes to the 

training of a new generation of researchers by financing their own 

PhD scholarship 

programme and by 

actively participa-

ting in the dual tra-

ining programme 

at the University of 

Miskolc.
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Heartland of the economy
There are several preliminary requirements for a company to settle down: pri-
marily the work culture traditions in the relevant industry, and the standard 
and conditions of training and education. Quality and stability of the educatio-
nal background has therefore an important role in the preparation of invest-
ment decisions.

There are 7 faculties and 1 institute in operation at the University of Miskolc. The harmonised work and 

effi  cient cooperation of 32 secondary vocational and training institutions, 15 secondary grammar schools 

and 35 primary education institutions ensure the training/education of future professionals.

University of Miskolc: knowledge is a great attraction

The University of Miskolc is a prominent venue of technical education in the country, hence it plays 

an important role in the life of Miskolc and its region.

As the legal successor of the fi rst 

technical higher education institute 

in the world, the University has 

a great past and traditions and 

it has become a real universitas 

by now. Education takes place in 

seven institutes of the University, 

where lecturers and researchers 

await students of engineering with 

well-equipped laboratories and a 

modern curriculum at the Faculty 

of Earth Science and Engineering, 

the Faculty of Material Science and 

Metallurgical Engineering and the 

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering 

and Information Science. Students 

may read law, economics and arts 

at the Faculties of Social Sciences. 
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There is also a Faculty of Health Care Studies and the Bartók Béla Institute of Music, both of which 

are a relevant attraction off ered by the University. Thanks to the extensive international cooperation 

network of the University of Miskolc, it provides study opportunities for its students in the form of study 

abroad courses at foreign universities as well. Several international corporations have chosen Miskolc as 

an investment location during the past decade. Besides the openness and investment-friendly attitude 

of the municipal government, the companies settled down in the city primarily due to the intellectual 

capacity of the University of Miskolc, locally available trained workforce, the vicinity of eastern markets 

and the favourable logistics features. Lean Management specialisation playing a role in higher education 

and realising dual training was also launched at the University. Miskolc has a decisive role in the R&D 

activities of the county and the region. The University of Miskolc, having launched and contributed to 

several international projects, is of outstanding importance in that.

Automotive Engineering BSc

The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Information Science accredited the BSc program in vehicle 

engineering in 2015. Training started with 37 students in September 2016. Several institutes within the 

Faculty participate in the training and research topics related to vehicle engineering, e.g. the Institute 

for Material Structure and Material Technology (material inspection, welding, heat management, plastic 

forming), the Institute for Automation and Information Communication (telecommunications, digital 

control technology), the Institute for Electrotechnology and Electronics (process control and measuring 

technology), the Institute for Energetics and Chemical Engineering (energy effi  ciency, calculations and 

measurements in fl uid mechanics, welded vehicle frames), the Institute for Machinery and Product 

Panning (cogwheel power units, bearings, tribology, technical acoustics), the Institute for Manufacturing 
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Science (modernisation of the designing methods of manufacturing and technological processes), 

the Institute for Logistics (materials handling machinery, logistics systems), the Institute for Technical 

Mechanics (static and dynamic calculations, fi nite element modelling and simulation) and the Institute 

for Tool Engineering and Mechatronics (machine tool planning, mechatronic modelling). Commitment 

of the University and of the students to the automotive industry is demonstrated by the student initiative 

Formula Racing Miskolc, where the students take part in the Formula Student Hungary races with the 

cars built by themselves. The ME-Kart team of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Information 

Science, obtained the title of absolute winner in all three rounds of the three-year invitational competition 

called Go-Kart, Go-Bosch! organised between 2014 and 2016.

Miskolc Adult Education Centre: workforce trained to professionals 

The Miskolc Adult Education Centre is a centre for secondary professional education and adult training. Its 

practical training venues, well-equipped workshops and laboratories are of high standards where practice-

oriented training for the students of the vocational schools of the region is provided. Beyond serving full-

time education, it provides high quality services in the fi elds of adult training and retraining and deals 

with trainings for companies and competence-based foreign language trainings besides programmes 

concerning vocational qualifi cations in the National Training Register (OKJ). It also takes part in the state-

funded labour market 

trainings. Engineering, 

information technology 

and electronics are its 

priority trade groups. The 

machinery of the Miskolc 

Adult Education Centre 

provides the opportunity 

to carry out production 

processes and to utilise 

its free capacity for 

contract manufacturing, 

primarily turning, milling 

and spark erosion 

machining with the CNC 

machines.
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Miskolc the cultural centre
Miskolc is a special city in Europe as it is a meeting point of the past and the 
present and it offers rest for the human body and refreshment for the spirit in 
every season.

In the heart of the city, the longest walking street of Europe invites everybody to exciting 

cultural adventures and romantic walks. As a fingerprint of the present, modern forms are in-

terspersed between the classic buildings, and the restaurants and cake shops between them 

await those who crave for something delicious.

The comfort of the terraces embracing the “riverside” of this small Venice is made full by the 

majestic symphony of the rippling Szinva creek. The Avas Hill rising in the middle of the city is a 

unique spectacle and its north slope hides more than 900 vine cellars and vine houses, many 

of them are 300 or 400 years old.

The first stone theatre in the country, the Miskolc National Theatre stages both great classics 

and contemporary plays among its ancient walls. The “Miskolc” Symphonic Orchestra offers 

meaningful recreation for the lovers of classical music. Several museums await the curious vi-

sitor, amongst them is the Pannon Sea Museum, where one can see 7 million years old swamp 

cypresses in an interactive environment, as well as the Gallery, which is the richest one in the 

region. Uniquely in Central Europe, the castle of King Louis the Great, the Caste of Diósgyőr 

has been rebuilt to its original glory to give life to legends.

Everyday life in Miskolc is invigorated by events such as the “Becherovka Miskolc Aspic Car-

nival” lasting for several days, the “Bartók-Plus Miskolc Opera Festival” at the start of the sum-

mer or the “Jameson CineFest Miskolc International Film Festival” indicating the closeness of 

autumn.

The wonders of the Bükk Mountains are a natural stage set to all these cultural experiences. 

A wildly romantic road leads to Miskolc-Lillafüred through the largest light railway viaducts of 

the country, where the rebuilt Terraced Garden of Lillafüred and the Waterfall offer an uplifting 

experience. Miskolctapolca is another gem of Miskolc, where the Cave Bath, a one-of-a-kind 

natural formation in Europe, shaped in a cave system of crystal clear microclimate, awaits the 

visitor. Fans of active recreation and of watersports are awaited in the Miskolctapolca Lido, 

which has been rebuilt and accredited according to Green City principles. There is a bicycle 

path connecting almost all these locations and it is going to be expended in the years to come.

Miskolc is the city of calmness and hominess but is also the one that makes everyday life ex-

citing with colourful attractions.

Miskolc is your spot!





Shinwa Hungary
Precision Ltd.
2/A. Muhi str., Miskolc, H-3534
+36-46/530-700
shinwa@shinwa.hu
www.shinwa-net.com

University of Miskolc
Miskolc Egyetemváros, Miskolc, H-3515
+36-46/565-111    extension: 2055
rekstrat@uni-miskolc.hu
www.uni-miskolc.hu

Bay Zoltán Nonprofit Ltd. for Applied 
Research Engineering Division 
2. Iglói str. 2., Miskolc, H-3519
+36-46/560-110
bay-logi@bayzoltan.hu
www.bayzoltan.hu

Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County Chamber
of Commerce and Industry – BOKIK
PO BOX 376,  Miskolc, H-3501
+36-46/501-090
bokik@bokik.hu
www.bokik.hu

Miskolc Adult Education Centre Ltd.
10. Soltész Nagy Kálmán str., Miskolc, H-3530
+36-46/781-918
info@miskolcifelnottkepzo.hu
www.miskolcifelnottkepzo.hu

Municipality of Miskolc,
town with county rights
8. Városház Sq., Miskolc, H-3525
+36-46/512-706
alpolgarmester2@miskolcph.hu
www.miskolc.hu | www.hellomiskolc.hu

Miskolc Holding Plc.
1-3. Petőfi Sándor str., Miskolc, H-3530
+36-46/516-450
invest@miskolcholding.hu
www.miskolcholding.hu

Robert Bosch Energy
and Body Systems Ltd.
Robert Bosch park 3., Miskolc, H-3526
+36-46/518-600
www.bosch.com

Takata Safety Systems Hungary Ltd.
1. Takata str., Miskolc, H-3516
+36-46/407-903
Takata.Hungary@eu.Takata.com
www.takata-miskolc.hu

North Hungarian Automotive
Cluster (NOHAC)
1. Szentpáli str., Miskolc, H-3525
+36-46/501-092
tamas.csabai@nohac.hu
www.nohac.hu

Remy Automotive Hungary Ltd.
Zsigmondy V. str. 42. H-3527 Miskolc
+36-46/501-160
info@remyinc.hu
www.remyinc.eu
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